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Hello,

Let me congratulate you on your excellent decision. The greatest changes in existence only happen when you have 
enough courage to make the first move. This is precisely what you have done, and I am very happy for you.

I am thus delighted to deliver your Super Power Meditation program, which will be the beginning of a 
complete overhaul of your life. 

All of Kessel Nelson expertise can be found in your program, ready to help you in order to change your 
existence, whether it is to deal with your stress, increase your life energy, improve the quality of your sleep, or 
simply to teach you how to properly relax. 

With your program, you have the means to quickly and easily access meditation and deep relaxation, well-
being, and your mental and personal development. 
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The 5 kinds of waves

The 5 kinds of waves
Before we begin, let me introduce the 5 kinds of WAVES that will operate for 
you 

To make sure that you know precisely what the various kinds of waves will do for you, I will give you a brief 
reminder of their characteristics and benefits. Then, when you take a look at the brain training schedule I 
designed for you, you will easily understand why the specific order in which you use these various frequencies is 
so important. After all, these waves have very specific effects that should not be triggered just anytime during 
the day. As such, it would be better to follow your schedule regarding the use of each kind of wave.

In your Super Power Meditation program, you will benefit from the 5 different kinds of waves there are: 
Alpha, Beta, Theta, Delta and Gamma. When you carefully follow the listening pace detailed later on, 
you can benefit from all their positive benefits and noticeably improve your quality of life in every aspect. You 
should know that these waves can also work well with one another: as such, they will combine your blessings to 
fully sublimate your existence!

Alpha Waves 
Light relaxation and perception - Restore your inner calm and keep it!

These waves correspond to frequencies in the 8Hz-12Hz range.

Alpha waves are mainly good for relaxation, meditation, tranquility, calm and positive thoughts, and mental 
visualization. A brain generating Alpha waves is a “relaxed” brain. This is the state you are in when you are 
watching television or closing your eyes. It can also remind you of a feeling of “light hypnosis”.

Alpha frequencies operate on several illnesses that can be harmful. They help to dispel any negative mood and 
fight against depression. Their action can also relieve pain, whether it is occasional or chronic. Indeed, some 
Alpha waves can increase serotonin levels for some people. Serotonin is a natural antidepressant that soothes 
your body and mind, and can trigger a general feeling of well-being. 

Listening to Alpha waves also makes it easier to meditate. The state of “lucid relaxation” these waves create let 
you find the calm and serenity you need to clear your mind. 
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The 5 kinds of waves

Theta Waves 
Meditation and hypnosis - Treat yourself to intense moments of relaxation and tranquility

These waves correspond to frequencies in the 4Hz-8Hz range.

Theta waves are usually associated with deep meditation, dreams, hypnosis, and trance states. They facilitate 
relaxation and let you access states of consciousness favorable to reflection and tranquility. 

When referring to Theta waves, you can sometimes hear about the “hypnagogic” mode, which is the state of 
consciousness between being awake and asleep. This is the moment when the conscious mind “falls asleep” 
before the body itself does. This gives free rein to the subconscious mind. Usually, this state of consciousness only 
lasts for a few seconds. 

Theta frequencies will let you stimulate your memory and overcome your fears or the emotional reactions 
associated with past experiences in your subconscious mind. They will also help you to reduce your stress level 
and your anxiety in your everyday life. As such, you will reach an ideal state of relaxation to focus and tackle your 
problems with a clear head. 

Beta Waves 
Concentration and reflection - Maximize your memorization and learning abilities

These waves correspond to frequencies in the 12Hz-45Hz range.

Beta waves influence everyday activities, concentration, learning, and action. When you are awake, your brain 
generates Beta waves most of the time, especially when you are working. Synchronizing your brain with these waves 
will make it much easier for you to solve your problems. 

Beta waves have a more stimulating effect on your brain, which is why it is better to listen to them early in the 
afternoon. These waves will teach you how to focus on the many tasks of your day without being constantly 
disturbed by stray thoughts. As such, you will better integrate any information and keep them in mind for later. 
This can be particularly useful when you are preparing an exam, a presentation, or a job interview. 

Just like Alpha waves, Beta waves can be helpful to relieve pain and reduce your fatigue levels. Instead of 
struggling to keep your eyes open in front of your computer, you will now have all the dynamism and energy you 
need to carry out all your projects!
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The 5 kinds of waves

Delta Waves 
Deep meditation and sleep - For a deeper, better kind of sleep

These waves correspond to frequencies in the 0.1Hz-4Hz range.

Delta waves are the smallest ones. They are linked with immunity, healing, and deep sleep. This “sleeping” phase 
comes with 1 to 2Hz waves except during REM sleep (when you are dreaming in your sleep). 

This is why Delta waves are known for their positive influence on your quality of sleep, most notably for people 
suffering from insomnia. They will let the brain resynchronize itself and put itself in the ideal state to sleep well. As 
such, you can be fully rested and then wake up with enough energy to start your day! Your entire existence will be 
easier for it!

Delta frequencies can also restore your mental and emotional balance, by reducing anxiety and any negative 
reaction due to stress. They are very effective for people who suffer from migraines, because they operate on the 
source of the problem in order to relieve any pain. No matter how often your headaches happen, occasional or 
chronic, you will immediately feel the calming effects of Delta waves.  

Gamma Waves 
Mind energy - Focus 110% on your reflection work

These waves correspond to frequencies in the 35Hz-80Hz range.

Gamma waves are a sign of creativity and mental dynamism. When you listen to them, it will help you to develop 
your ability to focus and react in certain situations. You will be more self-aware and face stressful situations with 
intelligence and composure. 

The inner functions of the brain are heavily influenced by Gamma waves. They enhance coordination between the 
various parts of the brain, which leads to a quicker and more efficient brain activity. The abilities of your mind will be 
greatly improved. This is what I call “developing your powers” – you will genuinely feel like your brain is working faster!

You know, sometimes anyone can unknowingly develop mental blocks. They are often caused by paralyzing fear or 
traumatic events, and they can be extremely hard to cure. Gamma waves are those that have the deepest effect on 
your brain, and they can help you to get rid of any potential block. All in all, it will take a lot of stress away from you!
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Your brain training schedule

Here is your 
brain training schedule

How to use your recordings, and how should you begin? 

You now have all the information you need about the various kinds of waves and what they can do for you. Now I 
will explain how best to use them in order to reap as many benefits as you can in record time!

First and foremost, you should know that your success mainly depends on your personal attitude and your ability 
to follow my advice. Your Super Power Meditation program will give you all the tools you need to succeed, but you 
must be the one who uses them. I cannot do it for you, so don’t forget that! 

I would thus strongly advise you to follow the schedule I have prepared for you. Initially, it will take 2 full weeks. 
This program has been tested and tried, and you can be certain that it will suit your needs. 

You have seen that you have 3 AUDIO WAVES recordings for each wave category, for a total of 15 recordings. 
These 5 kinds of waves will trigger 5 different states of consciousness that will influence various aspects of your 
personality. You will then have to choose between the 20 minutes recording, the 30 minutes recording and the 60 
minutes recording, depending on your needs or availability. 

Before each session, move to a comfortable room where you won’t be disturbed. Sit or lie down in a position 
that agrees with you. Breathe in deeply through the nose, hold your breath for 3 seconds, and then slowly empty 
your lungs through your mouth. Repeat this breathing exercise as often as you need until you are in a state of full 
relaxation. 

Then listen to the recording that is planned in your schedule. Try to keep your eyes closed as long as possible. 
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Day

Day

Day 1

Day 1

Day 4

Day 4

Day 2

Day 2

Day 5

Day 5

Day 3

Day 3

Day 6

Day 6

Day 7

Day 7

Morning

Morning

Late
Morning

Late
Morning

Early
Afternoon

Early
Afternoon

Early
Evening

Early
Evening

Bedtime

Bedtime

Late
Afternoon

Late
Afternoon

Your Schedule, Week 1

Your Schedule, Week 2

You can have a visual reminder using these color codes:

Alpha waves session Delta waves session

Beta waves session Gamma waves session

Theta waves session

Your brain training schedule
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Your brain training schedule

Do not stand up too quickly after each session. Take some time to think about what you felt when you listened 
to the music, and about the sensations now running through your body. You should always feel at least a slight 
difference from the beginning of the session.

Once your two weeks are over, my advice would be to take a break for at least one full week in order to assess 
how you feel regarding the goals you have set for yourself. If, just as planned, you feel that things are improving, 
you can then choose to just listen to the recordings you need. I will explain how below. 

If however you cannot feel the effects you expected, then you need to act accordingly. You should however be 
realistic: for instance, if you want to lose some weight, all your extra pounds will not disappear within two weeks! Try 
to focus on your relationship with food. Has anything changed? Has your urge to snack between meals decreased?

A change of attitude is often the first thing you need to do when you want to solve a problem. The way you look 
at things, the way you deal with them: anything could influence your potential for success. The waves that can be 
found in your Super Power Meditation program will help you to trigger these changes.

But if for any reason you do not feel any effect at all after two weeks of the program, do not despair. Start the 
program again (and make sure you follow the listening pace detailed in the schedule above) as often as necessary, 
making sure that you take a break for a week each time you start again. I am absolutely convinced that you will 
soon see all the things this program can do for you.

My advice would be to start with the 20 minutes recordings for the first session dedicated to each kind of waves. 
Then you can move on to the 30 minutes or 60 minutes recordings depending on your specific desires or needs, 
or availability. However, never listen for more than 60 minutes a day for each kind of waves, and never more than 
2 different kinds of waves on the same day. 

Any specific needs? Tailor-made recording selections

You have done your two-week program as often as necessary (always with a full week of complete break between 
repetitions) and you generally feel good. Stress has decreased in your life, and you can face most everyday tasks 
with enthusiasm, calm, and creativity. Almost all the troubles that cluttered your mind have been solved swiftly and 
efficiently. You do not feel the need to listen to all the recordings anymore. Your brain has synchronized properly 
and its performances have increased tenfold.

This is the ideal scenario, and I sincerely hope it will happen for you. I fully trust in your ability to do it. However, just 
like anything in life, nothing lasts forever. You will still have some unexpected situations to face, some problems 
that will bother you. Granted, they might seem easier to overcome than they used to, but there will be times when 
you will feel the need for a little extra help. 

Whenever you use one of these “emergency programs”, avoid listening to the other recordings from your pack. It 
might disturb the targeted work your are trying to do. 

With that in mind, here is how to use the various recordings depending on what you are trying to do:
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Are you looking for tranquility, relaxation, or meditation?

Listen to your Alpha waves recording. It will restore your positive thoughts and you could also relieve some pain 
that might disturb you. 

Do one session every day at most, for 7 days. Then take a break for a week to evaluate your well-being. Renew 
these steps as many times as you need to. 

Listen to this recording late in the afternoon, with eyes closed. Use the 60 minutes recording if you have 
enough time, if not, use the 20 or 30 minutes ones. 

Do you need to focus or to learn something new? 

Listen to your Beta waves recording. These waves stimulate action and enhance brain activity to bring you a 
boost of energy.

Do one session every day at most, for 7 days. Then take a break for a week to evaluate your well-being. Renew 
these steps as many times as you need to. 

Listen to this recording early in the afternoon, with eyes open or closed. Select your recording (20, 30 or 60 
minutes) depending on how much energy you need. The 60 minutes one is more stimulating. 

Do you want to enter a state of trance, meditation, or hypnosis?

Listen to your Theta waves recording. It will help you to boost your memory and overcome your fear. 

Do one session every day at most, for 7 days. Then take a break for a week to evaluate your well-being. Renew 
these steps as many times as you need to. 

Listen to this recording early in the evening, with eyes closed. You can select the most suited recording for you 
(20 minutes, 30 minutes or 60 minutes) depending on your availability. 

Do you need to improve the quality of your sleep?

Listen to your Delta waves recording. These waves will also help you to fight against pain (migraines most of all) 
and noticeably reduce your anxiety and stress level.

Do one session every day at most, for 7 days. Then take a break for a week to evaluate your well-being. Renew 
these steps as many times as you need to. 

Listen to this recording before going to sleep, with eyes closed. If you have a really hard time falling asleep, you 
should favor the 60 minutes session. 

Your brain training schedule
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Do you feel the need to have a little extra energy?

Listen to your Gamma waves recording. Gamma waves stimulate creativity and mental dynamism. They will help 
you to find the energy you need for your daily activities.

Do one session every day at most, for 7 days. Then take a break for a week to evaluate your well-being. Renew 
these steps as many times as you need to. 

Listen to this recording in the morning, with eyes open or closed. The 60 minutes recording will give you more 
energy than the 30 or 20 minutes ones. You can choose the one that is best for you. 

Your brain training schedule
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Happiness: a brand new lifestyle

Super Power Meditation:
a brand new lifestyle

Super Power Mediation recordings from Kessel Nelson are a way to access lifestyle hygiene. They favor mental or 
personal development in a relaxation context in order to explore unusual states of consciousness. 
This technology directly stems from neurodynamic stimulation, brain training and brainwave training techniques, 
neuro-intelligence, and neurotherapy.

Sound stimuli are integrated to music or background music. Most of the time, these stimuli are called “isochronic 
tones”, “monaural” or “binaural beats”, or “white noise”. They let you “train” brainwaves to shape them into this or 
that level of consciousness (Alpha, Beta, Theta, Delta, and Gamma).

Vibratory stimulation of the nerve cells in the brain (through sound and/or light is a respectful, natural and 
precise process. Listening to the recordings is not painful or constraining. On the contrary, this kind of brain 
resynchronization will offer some genuine help to face the various physiological, biological, or psychological 
problems you have to face.

Sound-based neurodynamic stimulation uses the language of the brain, which means frequencies that are similar 
to those used by the brain. It does not, however, force any kind of stimulation, since it is based on a response 
system (the brain receives a frequency and responds as “feedback”, a learning process boosting neurobiological 
potential). The brain responds by synchronizing itself to the frequencies it receives, and on the other hand balances 
and boosts itself through stimulation alternating between the 2 brain hemispheres.

As such, you can easily influence the state of your brain depending on the goal you want to achieve. You can 
operate directly on the way your brain and body react when faced with any problem, whether it is exhaustion, 
focus, stress, anxiety, or sleep. 

However, I want to stress that Super Power Mediation programs cannot be seen as substitution for any 
ongoing medical treatment. My programs can offer some genuinely effective help, tested and validated by many 
users to this day, but must never be used as a way to diagnose, treat or cure any illness.

I created Super Power Mediation to offer people their own freedom back! I hope you will enjoy your listening 
time. 
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Your Exclusive Bonuses
Schumann meditation – 35 minutes

I absolutely want you to get the most out of the brain training techniques I am sharing with you today. This is why 
I decided to offer you an exclusive initiation into Schumann Meditation, free of charge. This 35 minute session 
uses Schumann resonance or waves, known to relieve people who have a hard time relaxing or finding tranquility. 

Winfried Otto Schumann, the scientist this meditation technique was named after, mathematically predicted 
this electromagnetic resonance phenomenon in 1952. In order to explain it simply, I can tell you that Schumann 
resonance corresponds to the waves naturally generated within the Earth’s magnetic field. Brain stimulation using 
Alpha and Theta waves lets the brain synchronize itself onto terrestrial waves themselves. 

This meditation induces a very deep state of relaxation. You will feel in perfect harmony with your environment, 
and you will discover within a brand new source of energy that will let you keep going with serenity.

User guide

This recording will softly harmonize your brain frequency with the Earth’s natural waves. You will have the 
opportunity to relax and get back a normal amount of energy, suitable for productivity. 

It is better to listen to your Schumann Meditation program using headphones or on speakers. You absolutely 
need to keep your eyes closed to let your brain enter the ideal state of relaxation. 

Lie down or sit down comfortably before starting any session. Put your hands on your stomach and breathe 
deeply. Feel your chest inflating then deflating (but do not force it. Such awareness of your own breathing pattern 
will help you to relax and make it easier for the waves to do their job. Try to maintain a calm but deep breathing 
pattern for the entire duration of your program.

When the session ends, slowly stand up and stretch in order to stimulate the flow of blood in your limbs. 

Frequency of use

You should only use this bonus recording when you are feeling intensely agitated. If you have too much energy 
and have a hard time relaxing or going to sleep, then you should plan for some Schumann Meditation sessions. 

Listen to this recording preferably at night, and no more than once a day. Using Alpha and Theta waves can trigger 
a state of somnolence for some people. As such, you should not listen to this recording in the morning, or before 
any activity where you will need a lot of energy. 

Start with one session per day for 7 days, then try a week without it to see how you feel. If you are back to a proper 
mental and physical state, you can stop these sessions until the next time you feel that you need them.

Your Exclusive Bonuses
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Having healthy chakras is extremely important for your well-being. These points where energy flows can influence 
every aspect of your physical and emotional health. If the energy flow of your body is wrong, you might suffer from 
various kinds of blocks. I decided to offer you the “Balancing your chakras” today in order to avoid that. It will help 
you to release your energy and restore perfect corporeal and spiritual harmony.

Here’s a little reminder of the various chakras:

The Root Chakra (Muladhara) can be found near the perineum. It is usually represented by the color red. It is 
linked with the bladder, the adrenal medulla, the blood flow in the lower body, and the genitals. It corresponds to 
your dealings with money and with the earth, and to feelings of insecurity and fear. A healthy root chakra will grant 
you strength and courage.

The Sacral Chakra (Svadhishthana) is located just below your navel. Its color is orange. This chakra is linked 
with your sexual organs and the lower parts of your body in general. It is connected to feelings of boredom and 
negative thoughts. When it is well-balanced, you will feel really happy and understand the meaning of life.

The Solar Plexus Chakra (Manipura) can be found where your solar plexus is. It is often represented by the 
color yellow.It is linked with your stomach, liver, and nervous system. It regulates your inner peace, and the way 
you react to stress. When you balance it, you can take back control of your own actions and restore your life energy.

The Heart Chakra (Anahata) is located on the sternum, next to your heart. It is colored in green. It is related 
to the respiratory system, heart, and lungs. This is the most delicate chakra, and the hardest to work on. If it is 

Balancing your chakras – 15 minutes

Balancing your chakras – 15 minutes
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Balancing your chakras – 15 minutes

unbalanced, you might have a hard time communicating with other people, but when it is healthy it can let you 
open yourself to others and express universal love. 

The Throat Chakra (Vishuddha can be found, as the name hints, in your throat. It is linked with your vocal 
cords, your lymphatic system, and your thyroid. It rules over communication, creativity, and the ability to assert 
yourself. When this chakra is well-balanced, you can display a faithful image of your inner self to other people.

The Master Chakra or Third-eye Chakra (Ajna is located between your eyebrows. It is represented by the 
color indigo. It is the chakra of the nose, ears, and anterior brain functions. It affects your ability for judgment and 
your intelligence. When properly balanced, you can trust your intuition in many situations.

The Crown Chakra (Sahasrara can be found at the top of your skull. It is always represented with the color 
purple. This chakra is responsible for posterior brain functions and is usually located just out of the human body. 
It is related to meditation and spiritual awakening. It can help you to be completely fulfilled and to improve your 
mental well-being. 

User guide

It is recommended to listen to the “Balancing your chakras” program using headphones or on speakers. Make 
sure that you select a comfortable listening volume for you. To ensure the best effects possible, keep your eyes 
closed during the session. It will be more comfortable for you and will favor the action of the waves on your chakras. 

During your session, focus on each of your chakras in turn, starting from the lowest one. Try to visualize the energy 
vibrations that you feel as you listen to your recording, and send them to the relevant chakra. Do not spend more 
than 2 minutes on each chakra. 

When your session ends, stand up and take 7 deep breaths in a row. This will complete the work of the Alpha waves 
and help your own energy to flow freely through each chakra.

Frequency of use

You can use your “Balancing your chakras” recording as soon as you feel that your body and mind are not in 
harmony anymore. Alpha frequencies will operate on your various chakras in order to unlock them and realign 
them on one another. 

Never do more than 1 or 2 sessions a day for the first 7 days. Then, for the next 7 days, only do 1 session every 2 
days. Then 1 session every 3 days for the last 7 days. 

If you feel that your chakras only need a little help, adapt the frequency of your sessions to the situation. Start 
with 1 session per day, then reduce or stop your sessions whenever you have restored a feeling of inner harmony. 
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Zen meditation – 45 minutes

Zen music has already widely proven how effective it can be to trigger an ideal meditative state. With your “Zen 
meditation” recording you will have a chance to try Zen meditation, a practice that lets you restore your energy 
while improving your physical, mental, and spiritual health. 

The techniques found in this recording are based on C. Maxwell Cade’s scientific works. He long studied Zen 
meditation and its effects on brain waves. As such, the technology designed from this will help you to operate 
deeply and relieve your entire being, enhance your focusing abilities, and improve your confidence. 

For 45 minutes, you will benefit from the blessings brought by Theta waves through isochronic tones. These 
waves are particularly well suited to Zen meditation, because they represent a phase of very light sleep, from 
which you can easily be awakened. This is the ideal state to fully relax and let go. 

I have selected a composition especially for you, made of refined, light and relaxing sounds that will help you 
during your Zen meditation sessions. I hope they will bring you a lot of tranquility and inner peace. 

User guide

Zen meditation will let you enter a state of gentle dreaming and to escape your everyday life, which can sometimes 
be stressful, for the entire session. This is why it is important to get ready to listen to your recording, to make the 
most of it. 

Select a comfortable and isolated room where the light is not too bright. Settle down in this room once you are 
certain that no one will disturb your session. You can listen to the “Zen meditation” recording using headphones 
or speakers, sitting or lying down. You absolutely need to be comfortable, because a distracting posture might 
disturb you. It would be ideal if you could forget your own body during the session. It will release your mind, and 
let you access a higher level of consciousness.

Before you begin your listening session, you should focus on your breathing. Breathe slowly and deeply (but do not 
let yourself get out of breath). This will become increasingly natural for you. Then close your eyes and keep them 
closed throughout the session. When it is over, blink a few times and open your eyes slowly. 

Frequency of use

Zen meditation is a kind of practice that you can easily include into your everyday life. It will bring you a feeling of 
serenity and lucidity before the world around you. However, you might not have enough time, so let me suggest 
the following program:

Listen to your “Zen meditation” recording once or twice a day for 7 days. Then on the next 7 days, reduce it to 
once every 2 days. Finally, for the last 7 days, do one session every 3 days. Then stop for a full week to assess the 
effects you are feeling. Never do more than 2 sessions on the same day.

Zen meditation – 45 minutes
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Zen meditation – 45 minutes

You can also adapt your listening to this program according to your needs. If you are facing particularly stressful 
times, you can do 1 session every day for 7 days. Then adapt the frequency of these sessions according to your 
personal situation. 
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Personalized advice from Kessel Nelson
A healthy lifestyle should start with abiding by some principles and rules that favor ideal harmony between body 
and mind. As I said above, the swiftness and strength of your success will partly depend on your attitude towards 
change and your ability to motivate yourself. 

Here are a few of my favorite methods to strengthen your willpower, find new sources of motivation, and learn how 
to ignore things that might inhibit your success.

Be gentle and kind… to yourself!

You can ponder the following question: would you tell anyone (a friend, a loved one) what you are telling yourself 
in your head or in front of the mirror? Would you dare to criticize anyone else as much as you criticize yourself?

I assume that you wouldn’t, and I believe that I am right. You would not want to hurt that person. The more you 
think about it, the more you realize that it would be rude, awful even, to say these things to another human being. 

So why do you tolerate this towards yourself? Maybe you were taught that you need to be tough on yourself and 
always strive for the best. But what is “the best”, anyway? Is it the so-called “reality” you can see on television or in 
the magazines? Or is it simply the best you could be, as a unique individual, the best you could achieve?

Just like anyone else, you carefully select your own friends according to your affinities. These are people you like 
to spend time with. You are trying hard to show how much you like them, and bring some joy into their life. But 
among all the people you will meet on Earth in your lifetime, there is but a single one that will be there for you until 
the very end: yourself. 

You need to take good care of yourself to be able to care for other people. The same holds true for kindness and 
benevolence. Every morning, when you wake up, stand in front of your mirror and find something that you like 
about yourself. You do not need to say it out loud, not like a mantra or positive affirmation (of course, if you do want 
to say something, feel free). This is all you have to do to strengthen the love you feel for yourself. 

Don’t get me wrong: loving yourself does not mean having an inflated ego and believing that you can do anything 
better than anyone else. It does not mean that you should run to the closest store and buy yourself expensive gifts 
either. This would be counterproductive. It simply means respecting yourself and wanting to take care of yourself 
in order to constantly improve yourself.   

Don’t ask yourself so many questions

“What?” you might ask me, horrified. I can understand how that might sound disturbing. You have always heard 
that questioning yourself is helpful to move forward on a path of personal development. And that is true. 
Examining your own thoughts and questioning your priorities can genuinely help you out of a situation when you 
are stuck. It can help you get out of a lifestyle that is unsuited to your own needs.

Personalized advice from Kessel Nelson
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But this is about something a little bit different. I am asking you to ignore all the little trick questions that pop up 
in your mind as soon as you try motivating yourself to do something. For instance, let’s say you have planned to 
go for a run after work. But when the moment comes, many questions start appearing in your head. “Do I really 
want to do that?” “Do I have something else to do that is more urgent?” “Will I really meet the goal I set for myself?”

The worst question to ask yourself when you have a goal in mind and are trying to achieve it is, “what is the point?” 
If you have decided that doing something specific (eat less, exercise more, be more focused at work, or anything 
else) would be good for you, then this is a very counterproductive question. 

When you are about to do something important and positive for yourself, but feel a kind of reticence pop up in 
your brain, just start doing what you would do for that action, instinctively. Above all, don’t listen to the little voice 
in your head, looking for excuses to do something else, something “easier” or “more urgent”. 

Put on your sneakers. Start chopping some vegetables for dinner. Write the first words of the reports you have to 
turn in. I can promise that your negative thoughts and inhibiting questions will quickly fly away. Soon you will be 
neck-deep in that activity without even noticing, and it will even be a pleasure! 

Practice minimalism

When I speak about minimalism, I am not saying that you should do things by half. The “minimalist” word often 
carries negative connotations, because it reminds you of laziness and lack of effort. This is sad, because minimalism 
as a way of life is particularly demanding in terms of self-improvement work.

Contrary to popular belief, it does not mean that you should turn your back on all your possessions overnight, 
because that would be, more than anything, a source of stress for you, which would hinder the positive changes 
you are trying to bring into your life. I would however ask you to look objectively at every aspect of your existence 
and assess its genuine usefulness.

Of course, this can be on a material level. Do you have anything at home that you do not like or that is a source of 
irritation? Gifts with no sentimental value that you received years ago and kept just to be polite? Clothes you do 
not wear anymore but keep just out of nostalgia?

Everyone does it. I often tour my own home to find any item or trinket that seem out of place. I give them away or 
sell them to other people who will appreciate them better than I do, without any feeling of guilt or regret. And in 
the end? I feel liberated, and I have less stuff to tidy up, clean, or move. 

But in the end, our material possessions are just a single facet of our existence. If sorting your own stuff indisputably 
contributes to your mental and physical well-being, then why would it be different for your schedule? Think about 
it. Are there any activities that you are doing daily but do not add any worth to your life? I am not talking about the 
everyday tasks that we all must do, grudgingly, but the little time-consuming habits that do not really bring any 
pleasure to you.

Personalized advice from Kessel Nelson
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Thanks for your trust and I wish you a great listening time.

Warm regards,

Kessel Nelson
Researcher in Altered states of consciousness 

Personal development coach
Active music composer

Personalized advice from Kessel Nelson

Let us focus on two striking examples: are you really interested in every single article you read on the Internet? 
Do you get genuine and lasting pleasure from everything you watch on television (commercials included!? If the 
answer is no, then it is time for a change! You most likely feel that you never have enough time for the things that 
truly matter to you. Well, you have just found a few minutes (or even a few hours! just for them!

You should never forget that you must make the most of every moment spent on our beautiful planet. I know that 
it is not always easy, and this is why I developed Super Power MediationI hope that it will make it easier for you to 
find true Happiness.




